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FEEDBACK DESIGN OF A CANONICAL MULTIVARIABLE SYSTEM
WITH APPLICATION TO SHAPE CONTROL IN SENDZIMIR MILLS
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lir cotrol objective is to design a unity negative feedbac
system (so tha incoming strip dsurbance profiles are
offset), with forward path compensator K(s). Idealy, Gm
could be diagonalised by the sformation:

T-1 Gm T

diag (Xp, X2

Xg)

(3)
with a scalar pr
k4(s) used to dynamically
compensate each individual loop. However, Ute 'high-order'
profies are known to be difficult to controL since high
-ais (M2 is smail) and high order bending (physically
ulesire ) are required. Therefore, in accordance with the
r unsformation marices are
seperation conditin (2),

partitioed

as:
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If an orhonmal eigenvector set is chos,

G(s) = T1

The Senmir mill processess more than 3500 different
material sizes and tpes. Smice it is d eable to use one
contrller with a number of different mill scdules, it is
import to have a measure of te alowab vartions in
stant for a
which retain stability (note that g(s) is
Gm
given strip speed).

[g(s)diag(X)it(i44]
+ T2

=

V1

[g(s)diagi)54i(83

V2
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tathe output contrbutio from Ut high

T1 G1(s) V1

+

T2 G2(s) V2

Choose K(s) so
order bending is ignored as:

K(s)

)
lne mill is modelled as an xS maix of
ost gains, Gm [2] (rprsentng Ut rliip betwee
Ue 8 hydraulic acta rs (Flg.1) and t d p fe at
Uhe roUgap at Ute 8 modelled points) in serie with a scalr

gs)
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seperation condition:

In shape controL the intemal stss profile across a stel
strip is meared at disrt (regular) points using
differential
nion measrements and influed using
bening of the mill roUs (Fig.1). Good shape control can
substanlly improve Ue material quality and rduce
watge. In Ue paper, it is shown that Ue plnt inp
ad outputs should be ansformed to give a reduced
dimension problem and a suitable landsormati is sugsed
by an in ion of Ue eigenvalue spectraw of the mil
gain matix, Gm. The transfomations are similar m form to
ftose chosen by GOimble and Fotis [1] with P ss
reczrmax nm mind. The control law deveoped here,
io nally simpler and prvides a nural
however, is
basis fo Ut robustnes development

t

K

An eigervalue/eigenvector decomposition will be used to
(pseO-) diagonalise t system A typical eigvalue
spectrum for Gm is (14.9, 9.9, 5.2, 1 A, 0.2, 4006, 405,
-0.006). Tne general grofile of Ut corrsponding fis 4
eigenvectors foRow Is -> 4th order polynomial profiles
respctively (see Fig2). Note that the eigenvalues satisfy the

1t shape contmr prblem, for a Snimir Cold Rolling
KM, is multivariable. Tl plant tsfer funcion matix, has
the spcial foIm: G(s) = g(s)Gm, where g(s) is a scalr
trnfer function and Om a square matrix of constant gains
is not invertible, but the system is
Gm, however,
d
p
dia d using an eigenvector/eigenva
resun in a scalar frequency respo
design protem. An
importantconsideration in shape conto systems is+ t
robuess of the design due to the wide range of materials
rled, reflected m changes in the elements of Gm* To tfis
thU
is included which repe
end, a devel
robustness of Uhe design, with respect to errors in Gm, m
terms of a set of strict inualities.
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will have
(a) to reflect the fact that accpable cotro
litte effect on Ute high order being modes, and
(b) to avoid generating high order bending>

:

(1)

If the same response and accuracy in each loop is reqdired,
choose
Xiki(s) = k(s) , 1 < i 4 4
(8)

The delay tem repesets the trn rt delay f t
eter, and Ue poles rpreset (fr left to
roll-gap to
right) the (sineaied) actatr, strip and shapemer
e value (stip seed
dynamicsrs eIy, li o
dkEleut) me for medium strip speed (5 -> 10 m/s) [3J.

For a medeium sped plant (as an example), k(s) was
detrmined from classical techiques to be:
k(s) = 0.4(s + 0.7)/(s + 0.001)
(9)
Simulation results fbr Ut full nlier model show Ue

G(s) =

e-0.582

S

(1 + 0.2s)(I + t.06s)(l

+

0.74s)

Gm

d
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perfonmarce of the contoller. lt irVp (disauwe) profie
is consta (but nonzero) and the taret (mre) shape
profile is uniformely fiat (for rders I -> 4). FIg3 sbows
the sape profile varations with tme and Flg.4 tws the
pametric (pametered profile) variatons with tm
Control is applied after 5 seconds ald it ca be seen that
the trnsient and steady-state perfonnauce is
ry.
Note tha the residual prfile in FI is of (ravely) high
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4.A ROBUSTESRSL
It is asmed that a perwnpezssor mstix K(s) hs been
designed for a ninal pl G(s) = GMs), bu that GC
is ubjecd to a m ix eror, & The stbilty of ft
stem is described by the mm diffeFe as:
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118 + (Gm + A)g(s)K(s)l U
I8 + OKi . I I8 + (I + KG)-1KgA (10)
dropping the s-dependen for clrity. A necessay codito
on A to retain stbiliy is thu:
118

+

(1

+

for Re(s) > 0
gk(s) and dsng i kdety:

KG)-KgAI

Notig th KG =

T1VI

iIm+ABI = [In+BAI
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the conditim in (11) may be replaced by:

iI4+(1+gk)-1g9k{X-1)V1ATji

* 0 for Re(s) > 0

(12)

lbis cnidton may be rpae by a fieey iM t
a dagally
uffidem condit
based on t fac a
l
&nnht matrix is
4
1 > I£ sap

i=e
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the re
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F(s) = (1 + gk)-gk

(13)

V1ATI

(14)

sirce F(s) is stricty proper and analytic and bouned in th
interior of D. Such a condito may be ex sd n
elemental fbrm as:
I p>
and

crpq

= s
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lig.3 'Shap Profile ariation
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lie stability of the petated Systmb is indicated by the
four ireualitd expresed in (15). Note tha a Nihols
the s emum over freq.
chart may be used to determ
The above mrbus
resul has been town (31 to he an
accure pdicton for the stity of tie Etu
systm.
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diagon ng pc pensator, exploiting the natural
beating modes present in the mill, has been developed. The
compensaor is computationally smpler ta that of Grimble
and Fotakis (1] (4 mults. VS. 16 muts. and 12 adds.),
the
sie tin transformations theselves
diaalisation - Kj merely equalises the dynamics in each
pa
A robutess rsult was developed to detemine the
allowable reduction in co1ntller numbers and this is also
es in %m.
lng
useful in precting allowa
A
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